
HOW TO VERIFY THE BONDS YOU RECEIVE 
& avoid fraud!

As project owners, it's important to be aware of the potential for fraud when it comes to bid, payment and performance 
bonds, particularly the performance bonds. Luckily, there are steps you can take to reduce the chances of your bond 
being fraudulent. 

Implementing an internal bond verification system is the best way to protect your projects from fraudulent activities. 
Unfortunately, fraud is impossible to completely prevent, but with a bond verification system in place, you can rest assured 
that your projects are protected. Let’s briefly explore what you can do to reduce bond fraud on your construction project.

When you receive a copy of the bond, there are some simple steps you can do to verify its veracity. Here are 8 steps:

1.     Read the bond first. Look for a bond number, surety name, contractor name, date, contract amount, etc.

2.     Match Power of Attorney paper with bond.

3.     Check notary acknowledgment and stamps.

4.     Make sure bond is sealed with proper surety company seal. 

5.     Verify company is treasury listed and licensed to do business in your state:

 a.   http://www.fiscal.treasury.gov/fsreports/ref/suretyBnd/c570_a-z.htm

 b.   Or use a search engine to search “AM Best rating and surety company name”.

6.     Do not accept bonds from ‘individual sureties’.

7.     Call the agent to verify the bond number.

8.     Or call the surety company to verify the bond number.

Note: It is generally acceptable to receive a scan only of the bonds.  They still need to contain all these items.
         You just won't be able to physically feel the seal, so verification is even more important!

Sample Bond Form
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Verify the bond number when you call 
to agent/surety to verify bond

Confirm the principal name is correct

Verify the surety company on treasury 
list website

Confirm the bond amount is correct

Verify it’s dated

Verify it’s signed, sealed, and notarized



Sample Power of Attorney

Script to Verbally Verify a Bond
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By implementing an internal bond verification system, you are taking proactive steps to protect your assets. You can feel 
confident that you are doing everything possible to keep your projects running smoothly.

Visit our website to contact us if you have any questions or would like more information. We are here to help!

“Hello, my name is [insert name] from [insert agency] and 
I’m calling to verify a bond. The bond number is [bond #], 

the contractor is [Contractor name], the amount is [bond $] 
and the project is [project name].  Is this a valid bond?”
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Verify the surety is correct

Verify the agent is listed

Verify the bond is within limits stated

Verify the commission expiration date 
of the notary acknowledgment

Verify it’s dated

Verify it’s sealed if on copied paper
Not all POA are on watermarked paper


